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Inflaming the Fears of Theatergoers
How Fires Shaped the Public Sphere

in Buenos Aires, Argentina, 1880–1910

K MC

On December 30, 2004, a concert in Buenos Aires, Argentina, by the rock
group Callejeros had barely begun when pyrotechnics from its light

show jumped from the stage to the walls and ceilings of the nightclub, República
Cromañón. The fire quickly spread as flames spilled onto flammable materials
of the club’s construction, which released toxic gases. That night, Cromañón
was also overcrowded and its emergency exits were blocked with other exits
insufficient for allowing the rapid evacuation of audience members. As a result,
this urban fire resulted in the death of 194 concertgoers, leaving a city to mourn
its lost youth while devastated friends and relatives sought to understand the
loss by assigning responsibility for the deaths to someone or some entity. Who
should be responsible? Callejeros for using fire torches as part of its light show?
The city government for inadequately inspecting and enforcing safety measures
in the night club? The club’s owner for neglecting to take care of fire prevention
and allowing overcrowding to take place? Buenos Aires continues to wrestle
with these questions as Cromañón has become a focal point for human rights
and democratization issues since the tragic conflagration has been linked to
political corruption and incompetence.1

Cromañón was also particularly devastating and unexpected given Buenos
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Aires’s track record in avoiding such tragedies. However, the narratives that
surround this twenty-first-century tragedy resonate with discourse on fire safety
that consumed the city’s modernizing administrators and safety-conscious public
citizens from over one hundred years earlier. As Cromañón shows, the potential
for entertainment venues to convert into “gas chambers,” a term used to describe
the horrors from that night, touches on a particularly urban fear: that citizens
could partake in the benefits of urban living by assisting a cultural event, and
that night could end with citizens suffering a form of death that is usually ascribed
to one perpetrated by genocidal governments.2

This chapter examines the urban discourse surrounding issues of fire safety
and fears of urban conflagrations in theaters in Buenos Aires between 1880 and
1910. This South American capital city closely followed European urban ideals
and, as a result, was finely attuned to the aftermath of devastating theater fires
that contemporaneously were occurring in Europe and the United States.
Surprisingly reminiscent of the Cromañón situation, most theaters in Buenos
Aires, and much of the West, contained all the elements to ignite a fire and
foment tragic outcomes: They were largely made of wood, urban fire services
were inefficient, and the massing of numerous people together in one building,
with inefficient exits, promised that even the most innocuous of fires would result
in great loss of life. During the era of pronounced attention to modernizing the
city, the quest to ensure the city’s theaters against the threat of fire takes on
symbolic resonance, underscoring how Buenos Aires’s urban officials linked
their own material progress to that of Europe and sought to provide on this side
of the Atlantic what had not been achieved on the other: fire prevention.
Discourse around fire safety provides a unique window into the modernization
process that the Argentine nation was experiencing during an era in which it
was emerging, albeit temporarily, as one of the world’s wealthiest nations. The
desire of city administrators to transform the Argentine capital into a showcase
heralding the nation’s modernity, combined with an active city press and fire
chief and the economic wherewithal to raze old and construct new buildings,
ensured that the city enacted reforms that helped it avoid the type of tragedy
that occurred one hundred years later—when these economic and social forces
were no longer in alignment.

Background

Buenos Aires underwent massive demographic, economic, political, and
cultural transformations between 1880 and 1910. Propelled by economic growth
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that averaged about 5 percent annually, the city served as a magnet for immigrant
labor to supplement a small national workforce.3 Between 1879 and 1914, almost
six million people came to Argentina with a little more than half of them
permanently settling. Up until about 1880, Buenos Aires had been described as
a gran aldea, or large village, at which point the city began to adopt a new incarna-
tion as an important urban center and took on the sobriquet the Paris of South
America. The capital city brokered the newfound wealth from the countryside,
largely consisting of wheat, sheep, and cattle exports, to local and international
consumers. With limited opportunities to own small parcels of land in the
countryside, the majority of immigrants settled in Buenos Aires, where, by 1910,
three out of four members of the adult population were foreign born.4

Beginning in the 1880s, the urban elite, along with municipal and national
politicians, sought to remodel the nation’s capital after Baron von Haussmann’
s transformations of Paris, which stressed carving out green spaces and razing
old parts of the city to accommodate wide diagonal avenues, modernizing
public services such as sewer systems, and emphasizing Beaux Arts architecture.
The Haussmannization of Buenos Aires was carried out most fully under the
guidance of the federal capital’s first mayor, Torcuato de Alvear, who held the
post from 1880 until 1887.5 The Argentine ruling elite, like their contemporaneous
Latin American counterparts, looked to propel their nation toward “progress”
by following the primary philosophical legacies of the Enlightenment: positivism,
social Darwinism, and economic and political liberalism. Domingo F. Sarmiento,
writer and Argentine president from 1868 to 1874, distilled the general essence
of these ideas into a Manichean view in which there was either civilization or
barbarism: “The nineteenth century and the twelfth century coexist, the one in
the cities; the other in the countryside.”6

No other Latin American country has stressed the importance of cities for
its cultural, social, and economic development to the degree that Argentina’s
turn-of-the-century elite did, primarily because they had the economic where-
withal to put utopian plans into action. As David Rock notes, Argentina had
experienced almost twenty years of growth by 1914, “with a per capital income
equaling that of German and higher than in Spain, Italy, Sweden, and Switzer-
land.”7 The importance of the capital city had even greater symbolic value at
the end of the nineteenth century since this coincided with the golden era of
Argentina.8 Finally, political changes resulting in the 1880 decision to federalize
the nation and establish Buenos Aires as the national capital resulted in a number
of physical transformations, in an attempt to showcase the city as a hallmark of
“progress” and “civilization.” The issue of fire safety in theater buildings needs
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to be understood within this larger context of modernization and the maintenance
of public order and public safety in the city that symbolically was intended
to showcase the country’s development and sophistication based on western
European models.

Regulating Theater Safety

The federalization of the city in 1880 was followed by a flurry of new municipal
regulations as city administrators focused on preserving order in this rapidly
growing capital. Theater was the predominant form of indoor urban entertain-
ment at the time, and attendance rates increased along with the population of
the capital city.9 In 1890, the number of people attending theaters had almost
quintupled with 1,066,870 tickets being sold, resulting in a per capita attendance
of 2.4 times per year.10 The number of theaters had only doubled during this
four-year period, suggesting that theater space was being used more frequently,
plays were shown in hourly “sections” so one theater might put on four or five
in a day, and they were also being increasingly overcrowded.

Most theaters were joint stockholding companies located in the city’s
downtown theater district on Corrientes Avenue, the Broadway of Buenos Aires,
or just adjacent to it. Buenos Aires was known then as the center of theatrical
activity in Latin America.11 In the 1880s and 1890s, zarzuela (Spanish light
opera) troupes from Spain dominated popular theater performances.12 Theater
was always increasing in popularity, and Buenos Aires witnessed a surge in
national cultural production after the passage of a 1910 copyright law that gave
writers 10 percent of the theater box office receipts for each performance.13

No theater in Buenos Aires was exclusively popular or elite. Even the city’s
relatively exclusive opera house, the Teatro Colon, retained (and has retained
even after its 2010 remodel) inexpensive seating so that entertainment there is
accessible to all income levels.14 Theater genre also suggested patterns of social
class attendance, with zarzuelas and national comedies, both performed in
one-hour sections, drawing a largely working- and middle-class audience.
Because the majority of the city’s immigrant population were from Italy and
Spain, the ability of the ethnic audiences to understand these two romance
languages disallowed the flourishing of ethnic theaters (although some existed,
notably Yiddish). Also, the perceived social capital of “elite” foreign-language
performances fostered cross-linguistic audience attendance.15 As some of the
largest indoor venues of the time, theaters were not used just for plays or movies
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but also hosted a wide variety of events in the city, including carnival celebrations,
political meetings, and festivities centering on the anniversaries of neighboring
nations or those of immigrant homelands.16

The popularity of theaters and theatrical fare in the cultural milieu of late
nineteenth- and early twentieth-century Buenos Aires cannot be overstated.
Municipal officials were constantly trying to regulate and control crowds on
streets overflowing with theater patrons, to limit the hours that plays ended to
coincide with urban transportation and work schedules, and to end the flourishing
business of reselling tickets, since this practice often resulted in chaos both inside
and outside theater houses.17

One of the events that most promised to threaten order in late nineteenth-
century capital cities was that of fire.18 Theaters in cities across the western
world were sites of devastating losses of life and, subsequently, also of economic
investments, during the nineteenth century.19 As porteños were sharply aware,
European cities had experienced a number of devastating fires with great losses
of life. For example, the theater of the Opéra-Comique of Paris had a fire on
May 25, 1887, in which 120 people died; the Ring Theater in Vienna burned on
December 9, 1881, killing over 400 people. Devastating theater fires also took
place in Exeter, England, in 1887 (130 dead), at the Baquet Theater in Porto,
Portugal, in 1888 (300), and at the Iroquois Theater in Chicago in 1903 (736).20

This last fire was particularly tragic not only due to the high death rates but
also because it occurred during a matinee performance when the audience
included a large number of children. All these fires resulted in great losses of life
since they occurred while performances were taking place. According to Buenos
Aires fire chief José Maria Calaza, between 1777 and 1903, a period of 126 years,
8,000 people died in 382 theater fires.21

The Vienna Ring theater fire occurred at the beginning of Torcuato de
Alvear’s tenure and did much to spur theater inspections in Buenos Aires. But
two additional and very well-publicized theater fires took place under his
mayorship: Nice (1884) and Paris (1887), ensuring that theater fires would remain
at the forefront of the city’s collective conscience. After the destruction of the
theater of the Opéra-Comique of Paris (coinciding with May 25, Argentine
independence day), Calaza visited Paris to study the profile of the fire, which
resulted in his first book-length study devoted to the causes and preventions of
theater fires. Twenty-three years later, he published a three-volume study
including the history and causes of global theater conflagrations, as well as
maps and diagrams of Buenos Aires’s twenty theater houses and their plans for
evacuations, and instructions on how to best control fires, should they occur.22
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Fire safety had been a concern in Buenos Aires for at least thirty years, as
the city began to embark on its path of modernization. Cobbled roads, limited
communication networks, and unwieldy fire equipment prevented fire officials
and volunteers from being able to adequately perform their duties once a blaze
had begun. In the 1860s, for example, volunteer fire brigades walked the streets
of Buenos Aires, toting heavy equipment with them as they moved in the general
direction of the fire; the exact address of the fire could not be discerned because
the city did not use a consistent numbering system. Lacking pressurized water,
volunteer firefighters were quickly depleted of any energy they might have left
as they passed buckets of water from hand to hand.23 In 1871, the city organized
a professional fire department in which nineteen officers oversaw two hundred
paid firefighters, divided into seven fire districts.24 Regulations directly relating
to firefighters and theater houses went into effect only in the 1890s, when fire-
fighters were required to be present during nightly performances. This apparently
resulted in the rapid control of fires before they could cause much damage.25

Theater Inspections

In late nineteenth-century Buenos Aires, almost all the public discourse about
urban disorder as a result of uncontrollable conflagrations centered on theaters,
due to tragic conflagrations in Europe, rather than on other prominent public
spaces, such as department stores or churches, or on private residences. Clearly,
theater carried great symbolic weight with the city’s secular administrators.
Immediately after the Ring Theater fire, Alvear ordered a series of in-depth
inspections of city theaters. Seeking to elevate the profile of this undertaking
and to combat past corruption related to theater inspections, he appointed high-
profile figures as inspectors, including the city architect, Juan A. Buschiazzo,
and Enrique Alberg, an architect from the National Department of Engineers.
These inspectors presented a report to the mayor lamenting the sorry state of
most of the eight theaters they had inspected: “We have already given the reports
of the city architects on the Colon and Opera Theaters. To close the chapter
we may say that we find the Politeama and Variedades but little better than the
two more fashionable houses; the little Goldoni in Calle Rivadavia is a mere
matchbox; the Alegria is simply a firecracker . . . and the Victoria still worse. In
point of fact there is not a single theater in Buenos Aires that one can enter with
even an average chance of coming out alive in case of the slightest panic.”26

The inspection reports enumerated many of the safety failures including lack of
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sufficient exits and outwardly opening doors. The Colon, the city-owned theater,
was found to be the one most in want of repairs.27 In fact, fire safety was one of
the primary reasons given for its closure in 1888.

Theater inspectors found that the safety curtain, commonly used in Europe
(although clearly not to great success), did not exist in any of Buenos Aires’s
theaters. This curtain was seen as especially important because it could be lowered
in case of emergencies to prevent flames from spreading from the stage to the
audience or vice versa.28 The first attempt to require that each theater in Buenos
Aires install a metallic curtain took place in 1883, but it was so little heeded that
the city council had to remind everyone of its existence in 1887. Indeed, there
was great resistance on the part of theater managers to comply with city codes.
In fact, the very nature of commercial and profit-oriented theater promoted
overcrowding and the sidestepping of expensive requirements, like that of the
safety screen, which had to be imported from Europe.29 Inspectors frequently
commented on finding that theaters would frequently add seating to accommo-
date more audience members. Often, this seating would block exits. After nearly
a decade of inspections, the inspectors’ 1889 report found that only two of the
city’s theaters had complied with safety regulations.30

Despite the unsafe conditions posed by Buenos Aires’s theaters, very few
theater fires actually occurred. In his three-volume study of theaters, Calaza
included a list of fires taking place in Buenos Aires, and only two were theater
fires. The first claimed one victim and took place in Theater San Martín on
September 3, 1891. The fire had started before the evening performance,
originating near the stage when one of the workers was lighting gas lamps. The
theater was sold out for the evening, and Calaza noted that if the fire had
started an hour later, it would have resulted in many more casualties. Interest-
ingly, Calaza notes that of the fifty audience members present, most were in the
paraíso section, the inexpensive seats highest up in theaters, reserved for men.
Probably, these men came to the theater directly from work, which saved both
time and money. The one casualty, an actor, had gone into his dressing room
to try to save some of his belongings, although Calaza did note that when his
body was found, they suspected he had been inebriated. The firemen arrived to
the scene at 8:40 p.m., and the fire was put out by 11:30 only because, as one
news reporter put it, there was nothing left to burn.31

The only other fire reported occurred in December 1895 at the recently
renovated Teatro Nacional, which had not yet reopened to the public. The fire
started at 3:37 a.m., and the telegraph system was used to communicate with
the fire department. However, by the time the fire department arrived, it was
too late to save the theater. Calaza also noted that the abundant use of wood in
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its construction literally added flame to the fire, and the absence of water there
made it impossible to save the construction. The losses to this latter theater
were calculated at 350,000 pesos, and he noted that it was not insured, which
resulted in the total destruction of the venue.32

Calaza omitted to report the destruction of the colonial Buenos Aires theater,
Casa de Comedias (aka Teatro de la Ranchería), which burned down in 1792
after a flying rocket, commonly used to advertise performances, landed on the
theater’s straw roof.33 He also neglected to report on the 1883 Politeama fire in
Buenos Aires, which had been put out before the theater sustained serious
damage. Knowingly or not, however, Calaza’s report was beginning to show a
certain level of national pride: Buenos Aires had reached higher levels of “civiliza-
tion” than European capital cities in its ability to prevent tragic conflagrations.34

In stark contrast to the two fires that occurred in Buenos Aires, Calaza enumerated
twenty-two theater fires in Paris dating back from 1763.

Public Criticism of the City’s Lack
of Effectiveness in Fire Safety

Carl Smith in Urban Disorder and the Shape of Belief underscores the imaginative
dimensions that accompanied late nineteenth-century urban tragedies, ex-
pressed most vociferously in contemporary newspapers and magazines.35 He
argues that literary expressions of fear shaped urban attitudes and actions,
serving as an important and real extension of calamities into daily life, which
lingered long after the tragic event itself. The narrative dimensions of urban
fears of fire in Buenos Aires certainly created a large space in the public imagi-
nary manifested in and shaped by the city press. In general, the Argentine
press closely followed the events of fires in other theaters around the world
and used this information to criticize ineffective efforts at implementing fire-
safety regulations by the local government.36 A diverse array of newspapers
existed, most published in Buenos Aires, sold to the city’s highly literate multi-
lingual population. Newspapers targeted upper-class audiences (La Nación, La

Gaceta Músical ) as well as ethnic groups (El Correo Español for the Spanish immi-
grant community, The Standard for the English, La Patria Italiana for the Italians)
and political groups (La Protesta for the anarchists, La Vanguardia for the Social-
ists).37 Newspapers closely monitored events across the Atlantic, and it took
very little time for news events to be shared. Fires were dramatic media fodder,
and the burning down of full theaters seemed to touch on an essentially urban
phobia.38
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The city press also played an important role in prompting the munici-
pality into concerted action regarding fire safety. During the 1880s, the city’s
press, led by the British community newspaper, The Standard, and the Spanish-
language broadsheet, La Gaceta Músical, waged a public campaign to galvanize
city administrators into carrying out safety reforms in theater houses. Even
Calaza, the fire chief, had to resort to the city press from time to time to campaign
for the use of new construction and fire-prevention methods, attesting to the
difficulties he faced getting the city government to enforce extant regulations:
“We [fire departments] continued insisting [on reforms] in notes, published
reports, city council minutes, and by publishing a pamphlet about fire conditions
in our theaters.”39

These public campaigns usually occurred simultaneously with city inspec-
tions. For example, in 1882 The Standard reported: “When one recalls the smoking
that goes on in all parts of our theatres every night, the number of gas lights and
the absence of any special precautions it seems really miraculous that we have
not had the Vienna horror [referring to the Ring Theater fire] enacted here
years ago.”40 The following month, the newspaper once again commented un-
favorably on Buenos Aires’s theaters: “Everything is wood, wood, wood from
top to bottom; they [Buenos Aires’s theaters] are great fire hazards.”41 Between
1882 and 1887, La Gaceta Músical published a series on the same theme. A few
months after the Parisian fire of 1887, an article titled “The City Council and
Theaters” attacked the city council for being too passive in regard to safety in
theaters, resulting in fear and panic as part of the theatergoing experience:
“The alarm experienced by theatergoers who are fully aware of the serious
dangers that face them and see that nobody is worried about fixing them has
reached an extreme so that the smallest movement creates great terror and
many often get to their feet, and go to an exit.”42

In addition to criticizing the municipal authorities, the Buenos Aires press
regularly reported on Europe’s theater fires, always using that as an opportunity
to invoke the dangerous specter that Argentine theater houses posed. The 1887
Parisian Opéra-Comique fire received first-page coverage in many of the city’s
newspapers, with coverage extending well past the initial tragedy itself. El Correo

Español published “new and interesting details” of the fire a month after it had
occurred, clarifying the death toll and denoting the exact locations of each of
the bodies within the theater.43 In an era before forensics, details to help identify
the victims rested on an elaboration of personal artifacts, including the color
and type of underwear worn, descriptions of jewelry, and initials found on any
of these items. These personal details certainly made a powerful connection
with the readership.
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In addition to covering the event itself, newspapers reprinted telegrams, letters
from readers, and other types of primary source documents, in effect presenting
an archive of materials that covered both human interest and scientific develop-
ments emerging at the time. Telegrams sent at the moment of the crisis were
often reprinted in their entirety.44 Newspapers also included individual letters
from (usually irate) theatergoers as well. The following diatribe citing the municipal
theater house was published in 1883, five years before it was torn down:

The Colon is dangerous; there is no salvation in case of fire. The insufficient ordinances
mandated by the city have yet to be fulfilled. All the stairs are of dry wood ready
to burn; its frame alone is made of marble or iron, but that is hung with paper-
covered wood. The aisles are narrow and are impeded by the doors of the box
seats. The stage is a virtual mine: one spark and it would explode setting fire to
everything in a matter of minutes. The Colon does not have adequate exits: there
are always crowds of people trying to get out of the theater who are immediately
crushed by carriages after eventually making it to the street.45

In terms of scientific inquiry, after the Vienna Ring Theater fire, an article was
printed in La Prensa, “Theater Fires,” which presented a detailed technical report,
including a toxin study showing how the release of carbonized gas and carbon
oxide would impact different sections of the theater, depending on where the
fire originated.46

Despite the narratives of panic, disarray, danger, and devastation ascribed
to theater fires in Europe and the dangerous state of theater houses in Buenos
Aires, only a few theater scares seem to have taken place in Argentina. While
newspapers seemed to try to outsell one another by offering graphic details about
the horror that ensued within the theater during the conflagration, one thing
remained clear: audience attendance rates never dropped as a result of the
media’s attention to fire dangers.47

The narratives of the fire scares reported by the city press do, however,
offer insight into the dominant attitudes of the era. While the press ostensibly
urged the city government to be more effective in ushering in real reform, news
articles inadvertently highlighted the elite’s distrust of the working classes by
blaming moments of panic in theater houses on the gendered seating sections,
where the most inexpensive tickets could be bought. In June 1882, for example,
there was a false alarm at the Teatro Nacional. Newspapers described the scene
as follows: Despite the winter season, the heat rose to such a level in the paraíso

section, the highest and cheapest in the theater, designated for men only, that
some of the people wanted to open the windows. Others objected, yelling,
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“Fuera, fuera ” (get out, get out). Panic at once seized the audience, who thought
the cry was “fuego,” fire. The Standard described the ensuing events: “There was
a rush for the doors but a few cool heads in the house managed to stamp out
the panic in a few minutes. One girl in the cazuela [the section of the theater
reserved for unchaperoned women] attempted to throw herself out of the
window. The fright in the Teatro Nacional on Thursday night induces many
people to think that every theater here that has no means of escape from fire
should be closed.”48

Another fire scare occurred at the Teatro Colon, and blame was placed
again on the cazuela section, where screams of “fire” started a stampede for the
stairway, resulting in a few injuries. Argentina’s president, Julio Roca, famously
appeared on the stage in an attempt to restore order. According to news reports,
a cigarette butt flung from the paraíso section landed on dry mats in the cazuela,
generating a wave of smoke.49 This narrative underscored attitudes toward
gender and social class quite brilliantly: the heroic president prevented a theater
stampede that had been caused by women, who were, in the discourse of the
era, more likely to panic and cause its spread.

It is important to note that there is evidence that these sections, which did
not contain fixed seating, were indeed the least safe areas of theater houses. For
example, in 1887 the city inspectors requested that exits be added to the cazuela

boxes in the Politeama Argentino.50 They also found that the cazuela section of
the Colon was difficult to enter due to a row of seats that blocked easy egress.51

In 1882, theater inspectors had noted problems with exits for people who sat in
the paraíso section.52 Also, these sections of theaters usually were standing-room
only. The lack of fixed seats usually meant that they were extremely overcrowded.

However, criticism of the inhabitants of these sections also involved expectations

about how people would behave in these sections. In particular, men who
inhabited the paraíso had been frequently blamed for disorder in theaters. The
Gaceta Músical described the inhabitants of the paraíso section as being prepared
for battle, with men shaking in anticipation of the “combat” to come, ready to
launch an arsenal of oranges, carrots, and onions at the theater’s unpopular
manager.53 Class tensions were often described at the Colon. In 1886, tension
erupted over the fact that the city had renewed the contract of an unpopular
tenor and theater manager. According to one article, “hired hands” were sent
to the upper regions of the paraíso section to praise and applaud the tenor, while
they vilified the elite members of the audience with shouts of “Death to those in
tuxedos!” and “Galleries, get out!” and also threw objects on those below.54

Social-class tensions did explode in the Colon during the lavish centennial
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celebrations of 1910 when a bomb exploded during mid-performance. Police
mistakenly assumed the bomb had been launched from the paraíso section only
to discover later that it had been placed carefully beneath a box seat in the
orchestra section.55

Social-class tensions that accompanied the nation’s rapid attempts to
modernize pervaded commentary about fire dangers even in city publications.
Somewhat surprisingly, the city government advertised deficiencies in its own
fire-prevention capabilities, and was unflinchingly candid about the topic. The
municipal census of 1887, for example, included a description of each of the
main theaters operating in the city at the time. The Edén Argentino was described
as always having a full house; however, “it could burn down in a total of five
minutes because it [was] made entirely of wood.” The census warned all those
who attended the Goldoni, a working-class theater that catered to an Italian
clientele, located on the outer margins of downtown, to repeat the sentence
that Dante described as hanging on the doorway to hell: Lasciate ogni speranza,

voi, ch ’entrate (abandon all hope you who dare enter).56 This same publication
treated the city’s official theater, the Colon, much better even though evidence
from the city press argued that it also presented dangerous conditions and was
indeed closed down the year after the city’s report was written.

Urban discourse on fire safety is remarkable for the degree to which
Argentines ignored fire tragedies nearer to them. Most notable was the fact that
none of this press coverage mentioned a devastating church fire in 1863 in San-
tiago, Chile, which killed between two and three thousand people, nor any of
the fires in Valparaíso, Chile, that Samuel Martland discusses in this volume.
Nor were fires that had swept through Mendoza, Argentina, after its devastating
earthquake of 1861 ever mentioned.57 Nor was press coverage overly concerned
with other large constructions of the time, notably churches and the early depart-
ment stores.58 In the late 1880s, city press coverage about urban fire prevention
focused almost exclusively on theater buildings. Why? For one, Argentina might
have been geographically close to Chile, but the Andes mountain range served
as a formidable barrier to easy communication and transit between the two
neighboring, yet often competitive and antagonistic, South American nations.
Ideologically, economically, and demographically, the port city of Buenos Aires
was oriented toward Europe. It is notable that Argentina’s secular liberal elite
preferred to focus its fire safety discourse on theaters rather than on nonsecular
venues. This focus was most likely connected with the time frame of moderniza-
tion attempts. Department stores emerged in Buenos Aires after the 1880s and
1890s, the era of concentrated interest in theater fires.
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Implementing Electricity

The city’s fascination with fire safety in theaters was also solidified as a result of
its interest in the material aspects of modernization. The existence of gas lighting
in the theaters had been one of the major causes of fires, both real blazes and
fire scares, until the end of the nineteenth century. The 1887 fire in the Parisian
Opéra-Comique theater spurred discussion in Europe and Argentina about
the need for electricity in theaters as a fire-prevention measure.59 This pressure
to implement electricity resulting from the campaign for theater safety came
relatively early in Buenos Aires. The first ordinance requiring Buenos Aires
theaters to install electric lighting was promulgated on April 26, 1892, as part of
new theater ordinances.60 Electrification and public lighting of the city did not
begin in earnest until 1902.61 Although the Paris Opéra had experimented with
electric light as early as 1846, it was not installed until 1887, preceding Buenos
Aires by just five years.62

The implementation and regulation of electricity in Buenos Aires followed
the stark demarcation of the city’s cultural and social geography. In effect, the
city center and the northern neighborhoods received most of the benefits of the
municipality’s services. The center of the city, after all, was primarily a showcase
for the powerful elite who resided there until the trend to move to the northern
suburb intensified between 1905 and 1912.63 The 1892 ordinances allowed gas
lighting only for those theaters outside the city’s central radius, where electrical
service currently reached.64 Peripheral, gas-lighted theaters could not be made
of wood, and all gas lights were supposed to be protected by metal screens.65 This
decision, based on pragmatic concern for cost and efficiency, also illustrate the
municipal government’s social class and spatial priorities.

It is notable that installing electricity in the city’s theaters was almost always
referred to as a safety measure. Electricity was no longer used for entertainment
or show, an extension of the sophisticated lighting devices that historically
accompanied political celebrations or festivals. Electricity was now a viable and
practical concern of the city’s late nineteenth-century growth and move toward
modernization.66

Buenos Aires did not experience any devastating urban conflagration on par
with the fires in European and American cities at the end of the nineteenth
century. So what was the fuss about? This essay argues that the Buenos Aires’s
city administrators focused on physical transformations of the capital city to
showcase its progress to Europe. Preventing fires in theater buildings carried
particularly symbolic weight in this context. Ensuring safety in theaters, from
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the point of view of Buenos Aires’s fire chief, in particular, seemed to be an
important marker measuring the nation’s degree of “civilization.” Yet an
examination of the discourse surrounding the fear of conflagrations in theaters
also reveals a municipality that lacked either the resources or the political
maturity to impose its will on theater managers. Therefore, the city press played
an important role in ensuring that the city council stayed on course with imple-
menting urban changes.

Why did the city avoid devastating fires for most of its history? It seems
that sheer luck should not be discounted, since it is probable that Buenos Aires’s
theaters were as unsafe as European ones in the 1880s. By the early twentieth
century, laments about the city’s theaters being fire hazards had greatly di-
minished. The lack of any significant fires in Buenos Aires and the increasingly
detailed theatrical codes, which included fire safety regulations within them,
suggest that over time, Buenos Aires’s theaters were most likely becoming safer.
Overall, improvements in fire safety were driven by municipal regulations, the
press, and very likely by the forces of modernization: as theater became an
increasingly lucrative enterprise in the 1890s, a number of new theater buildings
were constructed and old ones removed. City administrators were more effective
at requiring that new constructions complied with safety regulations than they
were at making older ones implement changes. New constructions also success-
fully implemented electric lighting—a technology that eradicated the cause of
most theater fires simply by making gas lighting obsolete.

However, a more optimistic interpretation of urban “planning” amid rapid
modernization should not be entirely dismissed. Despite the press coverage
attesting to the opposite, the city council put forth a considerable amount of
political will to carry out theater inspections and follow up on them during the
1880s. The absence of theater fires may signify a successful story of fire prevention,
as a result of the uncoordinated yet consistent efforts of city administrators, civil
society, the press, and a dedicated fire chief, who all worked toward a common
goal, and whose efforts were buoyed by a robust city budget. By interpreting
the discourse surrounding fire safety, however, one cannot ignore the social-
class fissures of the era, revealing the city administrators’ fear that the masses
would be the authors of urban disorder, capable of bringing down the nation if
their behaviors were not controlled, modified, and regulated. In this sense,
debates over fires and their prevention became a kind of shorthand to debate
larger issues related to urban change.

The tragedy that took place at República Cromañón in 2004 serves as an
unfortunate bookend to the zealous attention paid to fire prevention over a
hundred years before, when the city looked forward, attempting to prevent
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fires by highlighting the devastation that took place on the other side of the
Atlantic. The narratives following Cromañón, the tragedy that took place in
Buenos Aires, not somewhere else, look backward, using the fire to construct a
narrative that attempts to explain all that has gone wrong in Argentina since 2001,
when the nation suffered devaluation of its monetary unit and great political
turmoil, as the office of president changed hands five times in one month alone.
In both cases, however, urban fires expose a particularly sensitive cultural nerve,
emphasizing the subtle, inextricable, and at times volatile, link that connects
fire regimes, urban space, physical materials, politics, economics, and something
as ostensibly innocuous as the cultural habits of its citizenry.
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